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Company Profile

Offices: As above

Activities: 123insight eliminates the high risk of

failure associated with traditional ERP/MRP

systems, setting new standards in usability and

capability. 123insight is provided on a no-

commitment, monthly payment plan with

no-obligation training, and covers all of your

MRP, ERP and CRM requirements, including

Sage and Pegasus interfaces and tight

integration into Access Dimensions accounts

software (also available from 123insight).

Dealers/VARS/Systems Integrators:

Principally direct but dealers and business

alliances are being established across UK,

Europe and the rest of the world.

Industrial Sectors

All manufacturing types, styles and sectors,

including aerospace, automotive, engineering,

electronics, textiles, food, medical, plastics,

furniture, packaging, oil, water, defence,

subcontract engineering, subcontract

electronics.

only pay when proceeding with

implementation. All training documentation

provided in electronic format for easy,

customer-driven downstream training. Fully

inclusive telephone support, remote assistance

and upgrades within the monthly payment plan.

Applications/Products

Manufacturing management: 123insight is an

advanced manufacturing enterprise

management system: a true .Net software

application based on Microsoft’s SQL, delivering

simplicity for day-to-day operational use. It is

everything that you would expect, from initial

estimates and quotes, through sales and

purchasing, full stock and manufacturing

control, despatch, invoicing with accounts

integration and interfacing options, plus CRM.

CRM in 123insight terms is more than managing

client or customer relationships, it is an entire

‘communications’ and ‘workflow’ capability that

can streamline and control all business

processes and procedures including stores

scanning, service and repair capabilities and a

cloud-based mobile function.

User Profile

Customer profiles from 3 to 800+ personnel,

with multiple factory/office locations and

international, including project or contracts,

one-off, small batch, high volume repetitive,

make-to-stock, engineer-to-order and make-to-

order, process, discrete, subcontract and capital

equipment – and any combination.

User References

CSI, Corintech, Systech, DRM Industrial Fabrics,

ANM Electronics, FisherCast, AGW Electronics,

Butser Rubber, NIBSC, Jarvis Manufacturing,

Canyon Europe, Image on Food, Global Invacom,

Mantec, Cobra UK Automotive, Lascar

Electronics, Cobra Design Centre, RH Technical

Industries, Percival Aviation, Geotechnical,

Bitbox, Polyseam.

Services

Industrial Standards: Microsoft .Net

architecture; Windows XP/Vista/7/8; SQL

databases.

Training & Support Facilities: Six days of

training required on a no-obligation basis. You

www.123insight.com

123insight is an award-winning system that is designed to address the flaws in traditional

MRP/ERP system selection and implementation methods. Available since 2000, the system is

provided on a low monthly subscription with no contract or penalties, and is supplied complete,

not in modules. We publish transparent pricing on our website and offer regular, free 2½ hour

Evaluation Workshops which are held across the UK, allowing you to check the suitability of our

product. You can book staff on training courses at no risk – if you do not wish to continue just

walk away. Only six days of training are needed. Rather than be drawn into a lengthy evaluation

process that can really cost you significant amounts of time and money, many companies

decide to try 123insight. Our risk-free approach allows you to be up and

running with aminimum of fuss and financial outlay.

10 Mill Court, The Sawmills, Durley
Southampton SO32 2EJ
Tel: 01489 860851
Email: info@123insight.com

Roke Manor Research, inventor of the Hawk-

Eye ball tracking system based in Romsey,

Hampshire, specialises in providing

consultancy, product development, and

solutions in sensors, information systems and

communications. Expecting to grow the

manufacturing side of the business, it decided

in 2010 to implement an ERP system to replace

Excel spreadsheets, Access databases and an

internally developed electronic route card

system. Roke investigated systems costing

over £150k plus £12k annual maintenance, and

selected 123insight. Operations manager Steve

Harris explained: “The financial case looked

best for 123insight, but the clincher was very

positive feedback from an established user in

our industry.” Since going live, Roke has

integrated 123insight with its SAP R/3 financial

system and now uses 123insight’s advanced

serial tracking, provides aerospace-level

traceability. As Harris concluded: “We can

quickly see the status of any equipment and

obtain the full history. This is a massive

improvement. With 123insight we’ve been able

to significantly reduce the upfront investment

required, meaning that the breakeven point will

occur much earlier.”

case study

Guy Amoroso,

managing director

123insight




